
ASSET DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS:

The Win-Win of End-to-End Outsourcing
for Biopharma
On the long road that a compound travels from the laboratory to the 
pharmacy, sponsors typically engage asset development partners or 
contract research organizations (CROs) in the final stages of product 
development: clinical trial conduct and product commercialization.

While the nature of the relationship between sponsors and these partners has been gradually evolving, it 
has, nevertheless, stayed within the confines of those responsibilities and stopped short of full alignment on 
outcomes and finances.  

Today, however, sponsors and asset development partners can form an end-to-end, integrated partnership 
with mutually beneficial objectives. This is possible when sponsors outsource all of their asset development 
work from the earliest stages—pre–Investigational New Drug (IND) application—all the way through the 
product’s commercialization and maturity. Sponsors increasingly have the option to integrate development 
partners more deeply and uniquely at more points in the lifecycle development process. In this model, a 
dedicated asset strategist leads an integrated, virtual product development team throughout the 
development program, acting, in essence, as a fully virtualized pharma company. Such a relationship allows 
for more creative financial structures in which the asset development partner’s incentives are aligned with 
the sponsor’s own goals.    

This approach is ideally suited to small to mid-sized companies with several assets in early development and 
a desire to keep a small, fixed-cost footprint. 
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asset development partners 
can form an end-to-end, 
integrated partnership with 
mutually beneficial objectives.
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The Evolution of Sponsor-CRO Partnerships   
It’s worth reflecting on the direction in which development outsourcing has been trending over the past 
decade.  As illustrated in Figure 1, the general shift has been away from transactional engagements with 
unit-based pricing along a continuum toward more integrated and strategic relationships. The mutual 
value to the parties has increased with the progression. 
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Figure 1: Evolution of Sponsor-Asset Development Partner
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In the simplest arrangement on the left end of the continuum, the CRO provides clinical services as an 
external partner, filling service gaps for customers. Pricing is based on volume with financial incentives 
offered to the CRO in a Master Service Agreement (MSA). In the next phase of partnership maturity, in the 
middle of the continuum, the CRO is more integrated into the sponsor’s business. In this relationship, the 
sponsor enjoys an enterprise discount and offers service incentives with the potential to share risk. 

Finally, the next stage of the evolution is a partnership that spans the full asset development cycle and in 
which the CRO is fully integrated into the sponsor’s business; both parties act as end-to-end asset 
development partners. These partnership terms are value-driven and can include the option of business 
models built on sharing risks/rewards with aligned incentives. This is the model that allows the research 
organization to function as a virtual product development partner for the sponsor.
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Simultaneously, the business construct and incentive structure in outsourcing has been evolving. 
Relationships have been moving away from fixed-unit pricing, at one end of the continuum (where there is 
little alignment between the sponsor and the research partner on risk), to contract modification reserve, 
volume incentives, and fixed pricing, and finally to risk sharing at the far end of the continuum, where the 
asset development partners are either rewarded or penalized financially based on performance or given 
the opportunity to earn back an initial discount.

The Full Asset Development Partnership 
In the most refined relationship between a sponsor and asset development partner, the partner assigns a 
dedicated asset strategist (the asset lead) backed by a highly skilled, highly experienced multidisciplinary 
team to lead development as early as the selection of asset candidates. This team performs the due 
diligence required to develop the asset roadmap and create the product strategy. They proceed to conduct 
the market assessment, feasibility testing, and study planning and then move on to the more traditional 
aspects of launching a clinical program and commercializing the asset.

The key is that while the sponsor retains full ownership of the asset, the asset development partner acts 
almost as an investor in that the partner has a financial stake in the success of the development program 
(but not an ownership stake in the asset itself). Essentially, the asset development partner assumes some 
risk early on with their financial investment, but with the potential for subsequent gains. 

For example, in one partnership, Syneos Health agreed to perform the early development work at cost in a 
fixed-price model, but with the potential to earn back its lost margin when the timeline and quality objectives 
were met. If Syneos Health accelerates the timeline for the New Drug Application (NDA), it will be rewarded 
with a percentage of the sponsor’s financial gain from launching early. It’s a win/win. (See Figure 2.)

Figure 2: New Financial Model, Compared to the Traditional Model
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In another example of an innovative financial structure (a proof-of-principle model), the asset development 
partner might agree to perform all the Phase I work at no cost, allowing the sponsor to retain more capital 
to advance more compounds. In exchange, the sponsor guarantees the asset development partner a 
certain (high) percentage of all late-stage work. In this model, the partner is incentivized as the assets 
progress and bring value, and the sponsor can realize more “shots on goal.”

Sponsor Benefits of Virtual Product Development  
• Removes risk from program delivery

• Reduces fixed costs

• Enables “more shots on goal” with the same amount of capital

• Enables sponsor to make go/no-go decisions sooner

• Accelerates time to market

• Provides access to large pharma expertise, data assets, and analytics

• Reimagines end-to-end product development, leading to breakthrough analytics and design

When and Where It Works 
A partnership that encompasses full asset development will be most advantageous under certain 
conditions. First, the sponsor should have assets in early development and be seeking to progress those 
assets to key decision points without adding substantial headcount to their fixed costs. Second, the 
development partner’s asset team must be engaged early enough to be part of the diligence team. This 
ensures that the roadmap created for the asset is optimal and also makes it possible for the CRO partner to 
have “more skin in the game” such that the CRO partner outcome is aligned with that of the sponsor. Third, 
the sponsor and CRO must be aligned not only on outcomes but also on incentives. And last, the asset lead 
must, of course, be experienced in ushering multiple assets through all stages of development and be 
capable of leading a multidisciplinary team.

In this model, the partner is 
incentivized as the assets 
progress and bring value, and 
the sponsor can realize more 
“shots on goal. objectives.
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Conclusion

This type of arrangement—at last—reflects the true definition of a partnership: a relationship in which two 
companies work together to achieve mutually beneficial objectives and one in which each partner works 
actively to help the other party achieve their own objectives. The partners are invested in one another’s 
success and look out for one another’s interests. 

Virtual project development gives the asset development partner the latitude to reimagine product 
development from end to end with breakthrough analytics and design. The concept is a win/win, provided 
that the organizations are aligned on outcomes, with financial incentives for the asset development partner 
that reflect the risks taken and the investment made.  
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ABOUT THE SYNEOS HEALTH INSIGHTS HUB
The Syneos Health Insights Hub generates future-focused, actionable insights to help biopharmaceutical companies better execute 
and succeed in a constantly evolving environment. Driven by dynamic research, our perspectives are informed by our insights-driven 
product development model and focused on real answers to customer challenges to help guide decision making and investment.

ABOUT SYNEOS HEALTH

Syneos Health® (Nasdaq:SYNH) is the only fully integrated biopharmaceutical solutions organization purpose-built to accelerate 
customer success. We lead with a product development mindset, strategically blending clinical development, medical affairs and 
commercial capabilities to address modern market realities. 

To learn more about how we are Shortening the distance from lab to life®,  
visit syneoshealth.com or subscribe to our podcast.
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